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FHANA Breeding Committee meeting April 6th, 2020- Teleconference 
Start 7:04p End 8:06p 
Members present Chairperson Ruth Baugh, Charlotte Dumford, Julee Kula, Darcy Safin, and Allison Thomas. 
Marita Floryn not available 
 
2nd Monday of a month at 6EST appears to work fine for meetings for everyone 
 
New Breeder recognition- Flagged through FHANA when new member registers foal? See email from Alison 
that will be sent out tonight. 
B-Book discussion. FHANA is fielding a tremendous amount of calls about B-Book horses.  
 Occurs mostly for 2 reasons  
1)Owner trying to register a BBOOK horse and needs help tracking down DNA to send to KFPS 
2) New owner bought a B-Book horse and doesn’t understand papers or that they are not considered Mainbook 
registered 
Must balance not losing member forever by ignoring or making them feel chastised vs encouraging Main book 
registered animals.  
B-Book information is fairly well buried in website and could be easier to find and perhaps clarified for less 
registry knowledgeable people to understand easier. Perhaps moving to email only and creating a quick 
reference sheet would help. Darcy to look at website and see if holes can be found /idea to clarify? How to read 
papers/If they don’t understand what papers mean, they will not be able to search for terms on website.  
2 goals 

1) Take load off of office (particularly during COVID and FHANA working on skeleton crew) 
2) Encourage message that main book breeding is important and why there is value behind it.  

Need to encourage member education. Would funneling to an email help? 
Article/Webinar ideas…. 
FHANA YouTube has quite a few things on it that we should glance at to make sure we are not duplicating.  
 
Ideas:  

1)Stall prep/new breeder info… how to disinfect/why to use straw. 
2)Care for foal- what exams and vaccines- an article was started but not finished 
3) Discussing NI (Has this been done to excess?) 
4)Explaining stallion sheets and understanding how to use reliability 
5)How to pick apart your mare’s weaknesses and eliminate barn blindness when selecting stallions to 

improve her.  
6)The importance of dam-lines! 
7)What is your breeding goal and how to breed towards it (Alison says has been done previously) 
8)Using linear scores- pick top 3 things you wish to improve  

Julie will look into what is on YouTube and look into writing ideas for the editorial committee. 
 
General discussion 
How to consider breeding 3 generations out and not bottleneck the bloodlines.  
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How to encourage low kinship and the more unusual line preservation. And breeding the low kinship stallions 
to QUALITY mares.  
Omer 493 has very low kinship and passed the stallion testing even with lower scores in part due to low kinship 
#s.  
Should we consider a low kinship award? 
 
Next Meeting Scheduled for May 11, 2020. 7pm EST 
 
Submitted by Darcy Safin- breeding committee secretary 
 
 
 
 

 


